


Film Synopsis

With one single choice everything changes. 
One life splits into two realities. One chasing a 
chance at love while the other finds solace in 
music.
If one true path is not found, both realities will 
cease to exist forever.

A reluctant guardian angel, William, finds it 
challenging to overcome his selfish ways and 
connect with James, the boy that he is to look 
after. Unable to see that, although different, 
James possesses a kind charm that is drawn to 

the smaller, softer and musical themes of 
life.

It is only in a chance moment when William 
sees that he has overlooked so much about 
James. William realizes that he has wasted 
many lost opportunities in being there for 
James.

William must make things right with his time 
running out on earth.



Production of "A Spark in Nothing” first began when 
director Griffin Loch was just 15. 
Due to his dual residency of Los Angeles and 
Humboldt County, Loch took advantage of the 
cinematic landscapes and elements of both very 
contrasting areas. Not only capturing LA suburbia city 
life, but as well the lush redwood forests of Humboldt 
County.

Ever dedicated to promoting youth filmmaking, 
production was open to film enthusiast learners to 
gain hands on experience, working alongside industry 
professionals in every department. Over 150 students 
were hosted on set during production. Many gaining 

on screen credits to further their own 
career interests in filmmaking.

The gracious communities of both 
areas generously supported A Spark 
In Nothing filmmaking with donations, 
discounts, and their own personal 
time. 

Post-production spanned a year and a 
half, with the release postponed due 
to the COVID19 pandemic. 

A Spark in Nothing is a true collective 
art-piece of what happens when 
powerful support, love and hope come 
together.

Filming of
A SPARK IN NOTHING



Griffin Loch is a 17 year old American 
3-time feature length, award winning, 
film director. He currently holds  dual 
residency in Humboldt County, 
California and the Los Angeles area of 
Santa Clarita. 

At an early age he reached for the 
camera. Griffin began gathering kids 
from his neighborhood to shoot short 
films at the age of 6. His talents for 
creativity were fostered by his parents 
along with SCVi a project based 
charter school.

By the age of 12, Griffin was well 
known as a local filmmaker with close 
to a dozen shorts from stop motion, 
animation and live action under his 

belt, but Griffin's ambitions grew higher. The young filmmaker raised funds for his next project while 
starting to write a full length feature. His self goal to complete, four full length feature films before he 
turns 18. CALLING THE SHOTS was completed while Griffin was 13, proving that he could create a 
cohesive project. The film was accepted at IFS Film Festival as a Judges Selection in 2018. The 
following year at 14, Griffin started shooting his second full length feature THE ADVENTURE OF T.P. 
MAN AND FLUSHER. He wrote, produced and directed in the film. Primary, sound design, color 
grading and editing were also completed by Griffin during the fall of 2018. This time his project 
landed him Best Director and nomination for Best Film at IFS Film Festival, placed at Indy Fest and 
Griffin was awarded Innovations in Education from Global Youth Awards.

Due to the social conscious message of teen depression and suicide in THE ADVENTURE OF T.P. 
MAN AND FLUSHER his third and current film was born with a new message. A SPARK IN 
NOTHING was about love and hope and the decisions we make toward them. This was a sentiment 
that director G.Loch thought his generation needed more of. The film was shot in two location the 
Los Angeles area and Humboldt County creating a grand vision of film-making. Griffin shot the film 
while 15. The post production was completed during the COVID-19 pandemic of 2020. Due to the 
extreme level of special effects and in-depth story Griffin spent a full year and half completing A 
SPARK IN NOTHING. Before it’s release ASIN placed in Trailer Fest and for the open set program 
that allowed learners to shadow industry professional in every department Griffin was awarded 
Leadership in the Arts from the Makers Learning Network.

Currently Griffin Loch is promoting and scheduling screenings of A SPARK IN NOTHING while 
writing his 4th feature that will be in production Fall 2021.

Griffin Loch
Writer and Director



A SPARK IN NOTHING
Production Team

Tonde Razooly
Co-Producer and Production Designer

Tonde Razooly was accepted into The American Film Institute (AFI) as the youngest student ever in the 
Production Design Program. She attended AFI in Los Angeles where she cultivated her skill of color and design 
before working professionally as a designer on many independent films. After having children, Tonde, continued 
her love for films by creating an online film course for K-12th grade. She worked as an event coordinator for two 
years before finding her passion for producing.
Starting with Calling the Shots (2016) and The Adventure of T.P. Man and Flusher (2018) Tonde worked with her 
son (Loch) as a Producer to make the films that he was driven to make. Tonde Razooly works as not only 
producer but as well production designer on set. Her dedication to bring Griffin Loch’s vision to the set is 
unprecedented. Working within little to no budget has allowed Tonde to find creative solutions that lends color 
and vision to every scene.

Skyler Verkouteren
Assistant Producer

Skyler Verkouteren, was brought into Griffin Loch’s second feature film “The Adventure of T.P. Man and Flusher” 
as the comic relief supporting role of “Joe”. Skyler is now proud to move from in-front of the camera to behind in 
what will be Loch’s third feature, “A Spark In Nothing”, as Co-Producer.
Skyler, with only two years in the film industry, is also a budding scientist. He recently worked with Nanoracks to 
send coffee to space with Nasa in hopes of having the same benefits of removing plaque in space as it does on 
earth. Skyler was personally invited to see the Space X launch in Florida. His other fascinating hobby is making 
table top games, he currently is creating his own survivalist “Seize of Souls” board game. 
With this being Skyler’s first Producing credit, he looks forward to teaming with Griffin Loch, working alongside 
each other on many more future projects.



Robert McPeters
Executive Producer, Cinematographer, and Co-Editor

Robert McPeters has over 25 years of experience in the film industry. He currently works as a professional 
television editor with shows including, Long Lost Family, Survivor, Supper Nanny, First Responders Live, 
and Nightwatch. Robert McPeters also studied Cinematography going from novas to professional when he 
began working with his son (Loch) on Calling the Shots in 2016 and The Adventure of T.P. Man and 
Flusher, both currently available on Amazon Prime. Robert McPeters’ education came from working in the 
industry first-hand. His production experience allows him to add support to every department on set. His 
talent to capture an image that exceeds the original vision cultivates a richer overall project. Working with 
Griffin Loch is a unbreakable partnership. Robert’s dedication is only matched by Griffin himself. Together 
Robert and Griffin Loch never leave a project unfinished.

Benjamin Snow
Lead Talent (James Ballaban)

Benjamin Snow was given an opportunity by Griffin Loch to be in “The Adventure of T.P. Man 
and Flusher” for Ben’s first feature film as a minor character, but eventually got promoted to a 
much more complex character that played a supporting role. Ben is a Ukrainian-American actor, 
who has been dancing since childhood for over 15 years. He won two National Dance 
Competitions and performed with pop stars, which lead him to performing on TV.
He recently attended New York Film Academy to get his masters degree in acting. Since 
graduating Ben has been making short films. As of today he continues working on writing and 
studies at The Groundlings School of Improv.



 

Eric Mickelson
Supporting Talent (William Barfield)

Eric Mickelson works as Director of Film Marketing at CBS Films, but his true passion is 
acting and has taken meeting Griffin Loch as an opportunity to pursue his dream. Eric played 
a dirty cop in “Calling the Shots” (2017) and a washed up boy band singer in “The Adventure 
of TP Man and Flusher” (2018). And now comes to screen playing the advanced character of, 
William, in “A Spark In Nothing”.

Abby Stevens
Supporting Talent (God)

Abby Stevens is a lifelong friend of director Griffin Loch. She appeared in Griffin Loch’s film 
as early as the age of five. Her dedication to acting has taken her from stage to film 
performances for the past 10 years.
Currently a student at Hart High in Valencia CA, Abby is in drama and dance. Her hearts 
passion is to continue to work within Griffin Loch’s films as a priority in her acting career.



1. How did Griffin know he wanted to direct at such a young age?

“I was born into a creative family. My grandfather designed and constructed a 40ft rocket 
deemed “The Griffin Mars 1” to commemorate my birth.” My mother and father are both 
cinephiles, discussing film was truly a family favorite pastime. From my first memories I was 
drawn to film. At a very early age I was enthralled with Buster Keaton, Stanley Kubrick and 
Abbott and Castello (with a particular warmth for the Classic Monsters of Universal). As I 
approached six my grandmother let me watch Jaws (against my parents wishes) at that moment 
I knew I had to create films myself. You could say I was inspired by a very BIG FISH” recalled 
Loch.

2. What is Griffin Loch’s future projects?

Currently Loch is in pre-production on what will be his 4th feature length film completing his set 
goal of 4 features before turning 18 years old. Production is set to begin shooting in the late 
summer of 2021 and too take place among the secluded forests of Humboldt County. Loch 
describes that his new picture will fall among the genres of a psychological, supernatural thriller. 
Something contrastingly different from the rest of his filmography Loch describes as with the 
new production he hopes to advance and expand into establishing himself visually as a 
filmmaker. 

3. How do actors and crew react to a 13-15 year old director?

“The same as I do about birds flying or the way the ocean ebbs and flows - it’s just seemingly 
meant to be. Griffin in truly in his element when directing, and I can only assume the same can 
be said in his screenwriting process, as this story was so intricately woven and told” said William 
English III (in the role of Rick)

“Griffin is amazing to work with and a great filmmaker. I always can count on him to give me 
direction and help me perform my best, even when I ask too many questions. His films keep 
progressing and I cannot wait to see the number of lives he will affect in the future as they watch 
his films” discussed Abby Stevens (in the role of God)

Frequently Asked Questions



4.  What is the message of A Spark In Nothing?

After covering the socially conscious message of teen depression and suicide within “The 
Adventure of T.P. Man and Flusher” (Loch’s 2nd feature) Griffin knew that he wanted to once 
again spread a message that would read to his generation with his new picture “A Spark in 
Nothing”. After struggling for a single message that would play within the intertwining story, Loch 
found serendipity in two things that he believes not only his generation but we all need more of 
everyday…
HOPE and LOVE.

5. What made filming A Spark In Nothing unique?

What made the production of A Spark in Nothing unique was our Open Set Program. During 
production over 150 film enthusiast learners were allowed to shadow industry professionals in 
all departments. Many gaining on screen credits. This allowed students to gain real world work 
experience to further their own passion for pursuing a career within film. Continuing his 
dedication to pass along support to youth artists, Griffin Loch, created a poster design contest 
during the year of COVID isolation. The artwork outpouring was overwhelming. Loch worked as 
a landscaper digging back a hillside to raise the funds for the top ten awards. 
“It has alway been important to include the youth communities in all projects, we are the new 
wave of artist/film makers, we must support each other.” Griffin Loch conveyed. 

6. Memorable moments from cast and crew.

“The memorable part of filming with Griffin is that everyday on set really felt like an adventure. 
He went above and beyond to instill a spirit of wonder and play from the way he approached 
directing us as actors, to the locations we found ourselves shooting at. If I had to pick a typifying 
moment… I can’t help but remember sitting in hair and makeup and watching Griffin stoop down 
and shine Ben’s (leading man) shoes himself!” reminisced Brianna Ripkowski (in the role of Lily 
Abner)

“I’ll always remember a moment we shot in the small cabin where I am looking at “James” and 
instantly become emotional/ heartbroken/ fulfilled and hopeful, all at once.  It was one line of 
saying “Yes, you will” to James.  My eyes instantly welled up with tears as I embraced that 
character.  And I could only choke out the words in the moment.   After Griffin yelled “Cut!” he 
was a bit emotional, too.  He just said, “Wow.  How do you do that?”  I just wanted to say, YOU 
did that, I was just… in it” said Eric Mickelson (in the role of William)

7. How can people view A Spark In Nothing and Griffin Loch’s past work?

A Spark in Nothing will continue to run selected screenings, starting with the Big Picture Movie’s 
Drive In, July 9th 2021 in Eureka CA. 

TICKETS AVAILABLE JUNE 25TH! 

All information and available streaming platforms for Loch’s past works Calling the Shots, The 
Adventure of T.P. Man and Flusher, and A Spark in Nothing can be found at:
www.griffinloch.com 

https://bigpicturemovies.com/product/a-spark-in-nothing/
http://www.griffinloch.com


 Abby Stevens as God

Benjamin Snow as James Ballaban, Arielle Gottesman as Smokey, Sam Grossinger as Flinstone, and Blake 
Borders as Wade Wellman
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Ernest Kieth Walker as Dean Nolan

Brianna Ripkowski as Lily Abner



Benjamin Snow as James Ballaban
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